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Bart Bellon Seminar
June 15-16,2013

Hosted by: Tulsa Schutzhund
(Organizers: Shanna and Stephen Burgin)
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The Tulsa seminar was one of  the most well organized seminars 
where we have had the pleasure to work. Kudos to the organizers and 
hosts. Despite the temperatures, we had an excellent “plan B” and 
good attendence. Participants were largely from Wisconsin, 
Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas, and Missouri. There were sport dog 
people, police, AKC, agility and dog trainers. 

Hope and toughness was a prominent theme in this seminar. 
There is a clip posted on YouTube:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WmGf5gMjqcY

“I had a wonderful time with Bart, Michael and all of  the attendees of 
the seminar. Most importantly, I now have a much better 
understanding of  "NePoPo™", how to better build drive, and how to 
actually use the e-collar correctly. I am definitely going to abandon the 
classical use of  the e-collar (reach out and touch somebody - purely as 
a correction method). Bart opened my eyes to things I have not seen 
before and truly believe that my training methods and my relationship 
with my dog will be much better for it.
 Also, I actually think we benefited from the rain, in that we 
spent a lot of  time on theory, analyzing training methods, and what 
was going right and what was going wrong on the field. I think 
everyone, and definitely I, got a lot out of  the course. “

Al Colanero

 

“Hi Michael! I am so glad that you and Bart were able to come to 
Oklahoma. Once again I was amazed at how much I am able to learn 
in just 2 short days. My take away line is "you are only limited by your 
imagination", which is now boldly written on my training board at 
home. I had several "light bulb" moments where I connected what I 
learned in theory from the seminar in Kentucky with actually seeing it 
in action this weekend. Bart also reminded me not to get stuck on one 
particular behavior and reinforced the tools to ensure that I know my 
dog truly understands what it is that I am asking of  her. I was very 
excited to hear Bart's finished thoughts regarding the tracking 
progression... Finally, being able to watch Bart teach us ladies different 
methods on working our dogs ourselves in protection. As someone 
who has to drive 3 hours roundtrip for training, it is good to know that 
I can still work this phase of  IPO at home. I wish you both safe travels 
and a great rest of  2013! I hope we can have you back very soon 
(maybe with better weather conditions).“ 

Rebecca Burgin

"Three days changed me. Eyes wide open."

Paige O. Shriver

NePoPo™ (not PoPoNe)
Bart Bellon Seminar hosted by Tulsa Schutzhund in Tulsa, Oklahoma (organizers: Shanna and Stephen Burgin)

“It’s NePoPo™, not PoPoNe.”
Bart Bellon
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Comments from participants:
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(Attended seminar in MD) (Attended seminar in MD)

(Attended seminar in OK)
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